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Making Minutes Matter 
The Discovery Education Literacy Connection Cards are designed to save 
teachers valuable planning time by bringing literacy into science and science 
into literacy. By aligning the Discovery Education Science Techbook units 
and concepts to the Wonders K-6 Literacy curriculum, teachers can integrate 
reading and writing skills into science and also use robust, digital content to 
make their literacy instruction differentiated and multimodal.

Where are the Literacy Connection Cards?
Find the cards in the digital Science Techbook curriculum under the Intro 
tab, among the Teacher Planning Resources.

How do you use the Literacy Connection Cards?
The Literacy Connection Cards were developed by aligning the pacing 
of Wonders to the pacing of the Discovery Education Science Techbook 
program. The left side of the card 

delineates the Wonders unit, literature, and matching skills and standards. 
The right side of the card delineates the Science Techbook unit and concept 
that matches Wonders, according to pacing. 

Each of the Literacy Connection cards has a corresponding Studio Board 
that can be accessed by scanning the QR code or typing the Quick Code in 
the digital program. The code will take teachers to all the resources that  
are referenced on the Literacy Connection Card. 

The Literature Connections
The Literature Connections identify resources from 
Discovery Education Experience, and if aligned, connects 
science content to the Wonders literature. Many of 
the resources will provide a mini lesson, small group or 
centers opportunities, as well as content selections and 
a ready-to-use instructional strategy called SOS. These 
resources can be utilized during the literacy block to 
provide multimodal experiences for students as they grow 
their reading, writing, speaking, and listening skills.

Literacy Connection Cards

HOAs and Literacy Connections

The Hands-On Activity and Literacy Connection sections 
bring the Wonders skills and strategies into science. There 
are specific suggestions for not only how to integrate 
the teaching of reading and writing into science, but also 
where in the science concept these skills and strategies 
will have the most impact. Teachers will also find ideas 
on how to bring literacy into each of the science lessons 
using engaging SOS and other literacy activities like 
sentence frames or the creation of flipbooks.

LITERATURE CONNECTIONS
There are several resources in Discovery Education Experience that align to setting 
goals, week 5 Wonders content. These resources can be used as centers or small 
group activities with a focus on summarizing the content. Use the SOS Tabletop 
Texting and Tweet, Tweet as ways to have students practice summarization. Two 
Studio Boards with the video content and the two SOS are available to be assigned 
to students. Consider also copying the Studio Boards and adding the other videos.

There is also a Virtual Field Trip focused on “All About Your Happy.” It’s a good way 
to integrate social-emotional learning into the topic of goal setting.

There are also a number of resources to support the cultures content. There is a 
culture channel; these resources can be paired with the texts, particularly since the 
texts are mostly realistic fiction. Use the Get Venn-y With It SOS to have students 
compare and contrast what they learn in the texts and in the video. This SOS will 
also connect with some of the Venn Diagrams that students will complete in the 
print SE, i.e. page 14.

LITERACY CONNECTIONS
Summarization: During the Wonder section, Activity 3: Plant Needs or
Activity 4: Water in the Desert, have students summarize their findings after 
completing the graphic organizer. In some of the activities, summarization is already 
incorporated. In the print SE, pages 27-28, students will use summary frames.

The reading passages in the Beyond section can provide additional practice of 
summarization, particularly since two of the passages are below grade level. It 
is easier for students to practice a strategy with below grade level informational 
texts before applying the strategy to on-grade level text. Use the passage “The 
Oldest Living Tree on Earth” and “Could Plants Grow on the Moon?” to practice 
the strategy. Then, use “Water Flows Up” as an assessment since it is grade level 
text. There is also a summarizing Channel with several strategies to use with these 
passages. Three effective strategies that students haven’t used through the Literacy 
Connections Cards include: Fakebook [this would bring in narrative writing skills]; 
Let’s Roll [use summary starters – see Resource Board]; That Sums It Up.

Reread: Since rereading has been a focus of a previous unit [Literacy Card 2 and 3], 
it is not new to students. Therefore, give them 4-5 post-it notes that they keep on 
their desk. As they reread something in their print, SE, have them tab the page and 
write on the post-it note why they reread. At the end of each week, have students 
share their reasons for rereading. For additional practice, use the three Beyond 
passages. In addition, several of the texts in the print SE, pages 26, 36 and 43-44 
could be used as well.
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Incorporate science instruction into your literacy courses or make valuable connections to literacy 
standards within your science classrooms. So much more than ELA Correlations, these Literacy 
Connections directly align the Wonders program to Discovery Education Science Techbook. This 
allows you to seamlessly incorporate Science Techbook right when it matters most, connecting by 
THEME, SKILL, STRATEGY, and WRITING. Whether your students are learning to read or reading to 
learn, Science Techbook has a solution for you!

Discovery Education Science Techbook makes it easy to integrate  
literacy connections

Save instructional time with  
Literacy Connection Strategies

Living Things Affect the Environment
Grade K  Unit 2  

Quick Code: 
dlc.com/NALC0003

DIGITAL RESOURCES
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DISCOVERY EDUCATION SCIENCE: LITERACY CARDS - GRADE K CARD 3
Wonders Science Techbook Concept

ELA STANDARDS NGSS PERFORMANCE EXPECTATIONS

READING:
LITERATURE

READING:
INFORMATIONAL

WRITING
SPEAKING &
LISTENING

LITERATURE

K-ESS2-2 
Construct an argument supported by evidence for how plants and animals 
(including humans) can change the environment to meet their needs.

Lesson Questions: 
• How do animals change their habitat?
• How do plants change their habitat?
• How do humans change the environment to meet their needs?

WEEK 1: RULES TO GO BY

Essential Question: What rules do we follow in different places? 

• Strategy:  Visualize
• Skill:  Key Details [Use Illustrations]
• Text Feature:  List
• Writing:  Narrative Text

RL.K.1 
RL.K.3 
RL.K.6 
RL.K.7 
RL.K.9 
RL.K.10

RI.K.9
RI.K.10

W.K.1 
W.K.2 
W.K.3 
W.K.5 
W.K.6 
W.K.7

SL.K.1a 
SL.K.2 
SL.K.3 
SL.K.5 
SL.K.6

UNIT 2: GOING PLACES UNIT 2: LIVING THINGS AND THE ENVIRONMENT 
Concept: Living Things Affect the Environment

WEEKLY TOPIC

• Aesop’s Fables is a video series in Discovery Education Experience. 
Pair the videos with the texts to create a multimodal experience 
for students.

• There are numerous sound effects in the Discovery Education 
Experience that could be used as an instructional hook to the Sounds 
Around Us topic along with the SOS Surround Sound.

• Virtual Field Trips:  There is a Virtual Field Trip Channel. Take your 
students on a VFT when you get to week 3:  The Places We Go. A 
good suggestion:  Racing Extinction:  Start with 1 Thing VFT. 

LITERATURE CONNECTIONS

Visualize/Key Details - Use Illustrations:  Teaching students to visualize 
should be paired with teaching them to verbalize. This pairing of visualizing 
and verbalizing helps them to build concept imagery, the ability to create 
images from language and text. Not only does this help students to develop 
a visualization strategy, but it also teaches them to identify key details by 
using illustrations. Use these types of questions to help students hone in on 
the details of the images, photos, and illustrations that are part of the digital 
Science Techbook, Learn – Activities 6, 11, 12, and the print SE, pages 15, 19, 
31: What colors are in the picture? What shapes are in the picture? What is 
happening in the background of the picture? What is the largest thing 
in the picture?

Text Features - List:  The Hands-On Activities lend themselves to a focus on 
lists, how they are important and how you read them. The print SE pages 21 
and 32 have lists. Keep in mind that several writing responses in the science 
program can also be completed in list form. Teaching students to write a list 
will also help them read a list. See print SE page 23 for an opportunity to 
write a list. 

Captions: The best way to teach students to read captions is to have them 
write captions. There are many opportunities to select images that align to 
the science content and have students practice writing captions. See sample 
images; print them out and have students work in small groups.

Maps: There is an Instructional Inspiration Board entitled “Maps” that uses 
the SOS Twenty Questions. This Board can be used as a whole or small 
group activity, showing students different kinds of maps and asking them to 
generate questions on the maps. Not all of the maps would be kindergarten 
appropriate, but it’s a good way to show students that maps have  
different functions.

Narrative and Informative Texts: The Instructional Inspiration “Animal 
Builders”  and “Animals” align to the science concept and can be used 
to generate words that lead to a narrative or an informative text by using 
different SOS. Students can write a narrative or an informative sentence for the 
reflective summary box. 

LITERACY CONNECTIONS

• HOA: Create a Cricket Habitat
• HOA: Making a Nest
• HOA: Changes Around Us

The three HOAs could serve as weeklong centers that students complete 
during reading instruction. Tie the topic to the Wonders theme. For example, 
what rules must you follow for a cricket habitat?  What kind of sounds would 
come from a bird nest? Have students record a sound for their nest. 

HANDS-ON ACTIVITY CONNECTIONS

Read Aloud: “The Boy Who Cried Wolf” [Fable] 
R/W Workshop: 
“Can I Pat It?” [Nonfiction]
“Tim Can Tip It” [Nonfiction]
Literature Big Books: 
How Do Dinosaurs Go to School? [Fantasy]
“Be Safe” [Informational Text]

Read Aloud: “The Turtle and the Flute” [Fable]
RW Workshop: 
“Nat and Tip” [Fiction]
“Tim and Nan” [Nonfiction]
Literature Big Books: 
Clang! Clang! Beep! Beep! Listen to the City [Fiction]
“Sounds Are Everywhere” [Informational Text]

Read Aloud: “Field Trips” [Informational Text]
R/W Workshop: 
Please Take Me for a Walk [Fantasy]
“A Neighborhood” [Informational Text]
Literature Big Books: 
Please Take Me for a Walk [Fantasy]
“A Neighborhood” [Informational Text]

WEEK 2: SOUNDS AROUND US

Essential Question: What are the different sounds we hear? 

• Strategy:  Visualize
• Skill:  Key Details [Use Illustrations]
• Text Features:  Captions
• Writing:  Informative Text

WEEK 3: THE PLACES WE GO

Essential Question: What places do you go to during the week? 

• Strategy:  Visualize
• Skill:  Character, Setting, Events [Use Illustrations]
• Text Features:  Map
• Writing:  Narrative Text
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Incorporate science instruction into your literacy courses or make valuable connections to literacy 
standards within your science classrooms. So much more than ELA Correlations, these Literacy 
Connections directly align the Wonders program to Discovery Education Science Techbook. This 
allows you to seamlessly incorporate Science Techbook right when it matters most, connecting by 
THEME, SKILL, STRATEGY, and WRITING. Whether your students are learning to read or reading to 
learn, Science Techbook has a solution for you!

Discovery Education Science Techbook makes it easy to integrate  
literacy connections

Save instructional time with  
Literacy Connection Strategies

Animal Noises
Grade 1  Unit 2  

Quick Code: 
dlc.com/NALC0105

DIGITAL RESOURCES
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DISCOVERY EDUCATION SCIENCE: LITERACY CARDS - GRADE 1 CARD 5
Wonders Science Techbook Concept

ELA STANDARDS NGSS PERFORMANCE EXPECTATIONS

READING:
LITERATURE

READING:
INFORMATIONAL

WRITING
SPEAKING &
LISTENING

LITERATURE

RL 1.1
RL 1.2

RI 1.1
RI 1.2
RI 1.3
RI 1.5
RI 1.6
RI 1.7
RI 1.8
RI 1.9
RI 1.10

W 1.1
W 1.2
W 1.3
W 1.5
W 1.6
W 1.7
W 1.8

SL 1.1
SL 1.2
SL 1.3

UNITS 3: CHANGES OVER TIME UNIT 2: ANIMAL SOUNDS 
Concept: Animal Noises

WEEKLY TOPIC

Big Book: A Second Is a Hiccup [Fiction]
Read Aloud: “Measuring Time” [Nonfiction]
R/W Workshop: 
Nate the Snake is Late [Fantasy]
Anthology 
On My Way to School [Fantasy]
“It’s About Time” [Nonfiction]

Big Book: Mystery Vine [Informational Text]
Read Aloud: “The Great Big, Gigantic Turnip” [Folktale]
R/W Workshop: 
Time to Plant! [Drama]
Anthology 
The Big Yucca Plant [Play]
“How Plants Grow” [Nonfiction]

Big Book: Interrupting Chicken [Fiction]
Read Aloud: “The Foolish, Timid Rabbit [Folktale]
R/W Workshop: 
The Nice Mitten [Folktale]
Anthology 
The Gingerbread Man [Folktale]
“Mother Goose Rhymes” [Rhyme]

WEEK 1: WHAT TIME IS IT

Essential Question: How do we measure time? 

• Strategy:  Make and Confirm Predictions
• Skill: Character, Setting, Plot
• Concepts of Print: Capitalization and Punctuation
• Writing: Narrative 

WEEK 2: WATCH IT GROW!

Essential Question: How do plants change as they grow? 

• Strategy:  Make and Confirm Predictions
• Skill: Plot: Sequence
• Concepts of Print: Punctuation Within Sentence
• Writing: Narrative

WEEK 3: TALES OVER TIME

Essential Question: What is a folktale? 

• Strategy:  Make and Confirm Predictions
• Skill: Plot: Cause and Effect
• Concepts of Print: Quotation Marks/Text Styles
• Writing: Narrative

1-PS4-1 
Plan and conduct investigations to provide evidence that vibrating materials can 
make sound and that sound can make materials vibrate.

1-PS4-4 
Use tools and materials to design and build a device that uses light or sound to solve 
the problem of communicating over a distance.

1-LS1-1 
Use materials to design a solution to a human problem by mimicking how plants 
and/or animals use their external parts to help them survive, grow, and meet 
their needs. 
Lesson Questions: 

• How are sounds made?
• How does an animal hear sounds?

LITERATURE CONNECTIONS
The concept of time measurement is one that is often abstract to first graders.
Make the concept multimodal by pairing the texts in Wonders with the video 
resources in Discovery Education Experience.

The first unit of Science Techbook was focused on plants. There are many resources, 
both video and reading passages to go with the Wonders content.

There are also numerous folktales in Discovery Education Experience. There is an 
assignable Studio Board on the Resource Board that uses the Now Screening SOS 
with making predictions.

All three weeks of Wonders focus on the main strategy: Make and Confirm
Predictions. Use the SOS Let’s Roll with each of the numbers on the dice using a 
different predictions sentence frame. Do one round to make predictions and one 
round to confirm predictions. The Sentence Frames are on the Resource Board.

LITERACY CONNECTIONS
Make and Confirm Predictions:  Making and confirming predictions are a 
component of the Hands-On Activities. There are also reading passages in this 
concept where students can use prediction with the title: Activity 3, Activity 11,
Activity 14, and Activity 19. Don’t forget that there are also reading passages at 
different lexile levels in the Beyond section of the digital Techbook that can be used 
during small group instruction.

Concepts of Print - Capitalization, Punctuation and Punctuation 
Within Sentences: Use a highlighting activity to have students find capitals and 
punctuation in one of the passages. Then, have them identify why the words are 
capitalized and why the specific punctuation is used. Discuss and model how the 
capitalization and punctuation influences our reading.

Plot - Sequence: Several of the passages in this concept can be used to examine 
sequence. Activity 11 is an example. The sentences are available on the Resource
Board. Print out the sentences and have students arrange them in an appropriate 
sequence and discuss how sequence helps us understand what is happening.

Plot - Cause and Effect: Cause and effect is a cross-cutting concept that is 
embedded throughout the unit. In Activity 9 students complete a cause and effect 
chart. Have them use the information they write in this chart to compose a 
cause-effect sentence. Use cause and effect sentence frames:
I think _____ was caused by _____.
The main cause of _____ was probably _____.
The effects of _____ were _____.
The reason for _____ was _____.

Writing - Narrative: Students will love the images in this concept. They can be 
used to write narrative stories and sentences. Students can also create a Studio
Board with the images and write their piece on the Board. [This is a good artifact to 
share with parents.]

HANDS-ON ACTIVITY CONNECTIONS
• HOA:  Sound Exploration
• HOA:  Vibrating Instruments
• HOA:  Making Vibrations
• HOA:  Making a Telephone

Some of these HOAs use prediction and cause and effect. The Making
Vibrations activity uses both prediction and cause and effect. This is an effective 
way to show students how these strategies and skills work together not only in 
reading, but also in science.
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Incorporate science instruction into your literacy courses or make valuable connections to literacy 
standards within your science classrooms. So much more than ELA Correlations, these Literacy 
Connections directly align the Wonders program to Discovery Education Science Techbook. This 
allows you to seamlessly incorporate Science Techbook right when it matters most, connecting by 
THEME, SKILL, STRATEGY, and WRITING. Whether your students are learning to read or reading to 
learn, Science Techbook has a solution for you!

Discovery Education Science Techbook makes it easy to integrate  
literacy connections

Save instructional time with  
Literacy Connection Strategies

The Changing Landscape
Grade 2  Unit 3  

Quick Code: 
dlc.com/NALC0208

DIGITAL RESOURCES
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DISCOVERY EDUCATION SCIENCE: LITERACY CARDS - GRADE 2 CARD 7
Wonders Science Techbook Concept

ELA STANDARDS NGSS PERFORMANCE EXPECTATIONS

READING:
LITERATURE

READING:
INFORMATIONAL

WRITING
SPEAKING &
LISTENING

LITERATURE

RL 2.1
RL 2.2
RL 2.3
RL 2.5
RL 2.7
RL 2.9
RL 2.10

RI 2.1
RI 2.2
RI 2.3
RI 2.4
RI 2.5
RI 2.6
RI 2.9

W 2.1
W 2.2
W 2.3
W 2.4
W 2.5
W 2.6
W 2.7
W 2.8
W 2.10

SL 2.1 a, c
SL 2.2
SL 2.3
SL 2.6

UNIT 4: OUR LIFE, OUR WORLD UNIT 3: HOW LANDSCAPES CHANGE 
Concept: The Changing Landscape

WEEKLY TOPIC

Read Aloud: “Earth Changes” [Expository]
R/W Workshop: 
“Into the Sea” [Expository]
Anthology 
Volcanoes [Expository]
“To the Rescue” [Expository]

Read Aloud: “My New School” [Realistic Fiction]
R/W Workshop: 
Happy New Year! [Realistic Fiction]
Anthology 
Dear Primo: A Letter to my Cousin” [Realistic Fiction]
“Games Around the World” [Expository]

Read Aloud: “How Thunder and Lightning Came to Be” [Folktale/Drama]
R/W Workshop: 
“Why the Sun and the Moon Live in the Sky” [Play]
Anthology 
How the Beetle Got Her Colors [Folktale/Drama]
“How the Finch Got its Color” [Fiction/Folktale]

WEEK 2: EARTH CHANGES

Essential Question: How does the Earth change?

• Strategy: Reread
• Skill: Connections within a Text - Cause and Effect
• Text Features: Photos, Bold Print, Subheadings
• Writing: Informative

WEEK 3: OUR CULTURE MAKES US SPECIAL

Essential Question: How are kids around the world different?

• Strategy: Visualize
• Skill: Character, Setting, Plot - Compare and Contrast
• Writing: Narrative

WEEK 4: FOLKTALES ABOUT NATURE

Essential Question: How can we understand nature?

• Strategy: Visualize
• Skill: Theme
• Writing: Opinion

2-ESS1-1 
Use information from several sources to provide evidence that Earth events can occur quickly 
or slowly.

2-ESS2-1 
Compare multiple solutions designed to slow or prevent wind or water from changing the 
shape of the land.
Lesson Questions: 

• How is the land shaped by water and wind?
• What landscape changes happen slowly over time?
• What landscape changes happen quickly?

LITERATURE CONNECTIONS
The content in this science unit aligns to the Wonders Week 2 topic. There’s a video in the 
Beyond section entitled “Changes on Earth” that can be paired with the texts. There are 
also resources on the Resource Board that align to the texts, including a Volcano Channel 
that includes video of volcanic eruptions.

There are resources on the Resource Board that align to the culture content for Week 3 
of Wonders. There is a series called “Celebrate with DE” that allows students to see how 
different holidays are celebrated around the world. To find these different segments, do a 
search in Discovery Education Experience. 

To align with the nature folktales content, there are two resources on the Resource Board as 
well as a graphic organizer that students can use to map the folktales as they read or listen 
to them.

LITERACY CONNECTIONS
Reread: This strategy occurs often in Wonders. Students have learned and practiced it 
several times. There are several reading passages in the Beyond section with a variety 
of Lexiles. Use these passages in small group instruction to have students practice their 
rereading strategy with science content. Remind students that rereading is often a very 
important strategy when reading information because sometimes information is 
more complicated.

Connections within a Text - Cause and Effect and Character, Setting, Plot - Compare 
and Contrast: The skills of cause and effect and compare and contrast are utilized 
throughout this concept. There is a flip book template for both of these skills on the 
Resource Board. Students can pick different topics in this concept to create a flip book. 
Modify the PaperSlide SOS and have students make recordings of them reading their flip 
book. Post these recordings on a Board for all students and share with parents.

Text Features - Photos, Bold Print, Subheadings: Several of the photos in this concept 
have been loaded onto the Resource Board. Have students engage in a process of 
“reading” the photos, writing some explanatory sentences about it, including bold print and 
a subheading. Have students work with a partner to answer these questions about the photo 
before they write their sentences: 

• What’s going on in this picture?
• What do you see that makes you say that?
• What more can you find?

Visualize: Return to the sketch to stretch strategy from Literacy Connections Card #1. This 
time, have students do the sketch to stretch strategy.
 1. Read the passage aloud, asking students to picture in their head what they hear as you  
 read. You might also consider doing this with a video segment, listening to just the sound. 
 2. When you are finished reading/viewing, have students do a quick sketch of what you read 
and what it means to them.
 3. Have them draw quickly on paper.
 4. Ask them to share their interpretations of their sketch with a partner. Why do they think  
 they drew that sketch? What do they think it means? 
 5. Then debrief with students:
 - How did visualizing help them understand the texts? 
 - How is visualizing similar to or different than watching a video? 
 - Why is visualizing really important in reading science information

Writing - Informative: The Wonders writing trait focus is word choice using time-order 
words. Integrate this trait into the explanatory sentences that students need to write in 
answering the activity questions.

Writing - Narrative: In Activity 15 students will write a narrative describing how water 
changed a landform. Integrate the strong opening writing trait focus into this story.

HANDS-ON ACTIVITY CONNECTIONS
• HOA: Let It Rain
• HOA: Rock Weathering

Both of these HOAs use cause and effect and compare and contrast. Connect these skills 
in the HOAs to how they are being taught and practiced in Wonders. It’s important to help 
students to make the connections to how they use these skills to read and how they use 
them to do science.
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Incorporate science instruction into your literacy courses or make valuable connections to literacy 
standards within your science classrooms. So much more than ELA Correlations, these Literacy 
Connections directly align the Wonders program to Discovery Education Science Techbook. This 
allows you to seamlessly incorporate Science Techbook right when it matters most, connecting by 
THEME, SKILL, STRATEGY, and WRITING. Whether your students are learning to read or reading to 
learn, Science Techbook has a solution for you!

Discovery Education Science Techbook makes it easy to integrate  
literacy connections

Save instructional time with  
Literacy Connection Strategies

Inherited Traits
Grade 3  Unit 2  

Quick Code: 
dlc.com/NALC0306

DIGITAL RESOURCES
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DISCOVERY EDUCATION SCIENCE: LITERACY CARDS - GRADE 3 CARD 5
Wonders Science Techbook Concept

ELA STANDARDS NGSS PERFORMANCE EXPECTATIONS

READING:
LITERATURE

READING:
INFORMATIONAL

WRITING
SPEAKING &
LISTENING

LITERATURE

RL 3.1
RL 3.2
RL 3.3
RL 3.4
RL 3.6
RL 3.7

RI 3.1
RI 3.2
RI 3.4
RI 3.5
RI 3.7
RI 3.8
RI 3.10

W 3.1 a
W 3.2 a, d
W 3.3 a, b
W 3.6
W 3.7
W 3.8
W 3.10

SL 3.1-d
SL 3.2
SL 3.3
SL 3.5

UNIT 3: ONE OF A KIND UNIT 2: LIFE CYCLES FOR SURVIVAL 
Concept: Inherited Traits

WEEKLY TOPIC

There is a wealth of digital content to support the three weeks of Wonders texts.

There are many resources for the Week 1 Wonders content on unique animals. This is a good 
opportunity to use the Polar Bear International Virtual Field Trip content as a kickoff to unique 
animals. There is also an Animals Channel with many resources. 

For the week 2 focus on leadership, there is a series entitled, “Change Makers.” This series 
has 5 different segments that highlight young leaders who have made an impact. These 
segments would make good center activities. 

The Week 3 content can be paired with content from the Solar System Channel. With 
summarization and main idea and key details as the skill and strategy focus areas, the SOS 
Three Truths and a Lie is a good way to have students summarize with key details. Have 
students watch different videos and create their three truths and a lie, then present them to 
each other. 

LITERATURE CONNECTIONS

Read Aloud: “Bear, Beaver, and Bee” [Folktale]
R/W Workshop: 
“The Inchworm’s Tale” [Folktale]
Anthology:
Martina the Beautiful Cockroach [Folktale]
“Get a Backbone!” [Expository Text]

Read Aloud: “Meeting the Pride of Puerto Rico” [Historical Fiction]
R/W Workshop: 
“Jane’s Discovery” [Historical Fiction]
Anthology: 
Finding Lincoln [Historical Fiction]
“A Great American Teacher” [Biography]

Read Aloud: “Our Home in the Solar System” [Expository Text]
R/W Workshop: 
“Earth and its Neighbors” [Expository Text]
Anthology:
Earth [Expository Text]
“Coyote and the Jar of Stars” [Legend]

WEEK 1: BE UNIQUE
Essential Question: What makes different animals unique? 

• Strategy: Visualize
• Skill: Problem and Solution
• Writing: Narrative

WEEK 2: LEADERSHIP
Essential Question: How can one person change the way you think? 

• Strategy: Visualize
• Skill - Character, Setting, Plot: Cause and Effect
• Writing: Narrative

WEEK 3: DISCOVERIES
Essential Question: What do we know about Earth and its neighbors? 

• Strategy: Summarize
• Skill: Main Idea and Key Details
• Text Features: Key Words, Chart
• Writing: Informative

HANDS-ON ACTIVITY CONNECTIONS
• HOA: Plant Generations

There is a lot of writing in this particular hands-on activity. Even though the Wonders focus 
for two of the weeks is narrative, this is a good opportunity to integrate the traits of sentence 
fluency and word choice into informative and explanatory science writing. Use different parts 
of the HOA as shared writing and focus on these specific writing traits.

LITERACY CONNECTIONS
Visualize: Use the videos in these lessons to build students’ visualization skills. The SOS 
Strategy, Surround Sound, uses visualization and can be integrated into the inherited traits 
concept. There are also effective videos in Discovery Education Experience on visualization to 
use for minilessons. See the Resource Board.

Problem and Solution: The section on adaptations is the best place in this concept to discuss 
the structure of problem and solution. For example, in the Beyond section, there is a passage 
entitled “The Tallest Animals on Land.” Students can identify the problem and solution for 
giraffes in this passage. Use the problem and solution sentence stem: The problem is ___ and 
the solution is ___. Have students use this structure throughout the concept.

Writing - Narrative: There are several images in the Beyond section. Have students select 
an image. Prompt: Write a story about this animal. Make sure your story has a beginning, a 
middle, and an end.

Character, Setting, Plot - Cause and Effect: This is an opportunity to continue to connect 
a reading skill like cause and effect to science. As you are digging into inherited traits, ask 
students: What is the cause? What is the effect? Use the “Cause/Event/Effect” chart to have 
students keep examples of inherited traits cause and effects.

Summarize: Use text and video passages such as Activity 7, 9 or 10 to have students 
summarize. Use the SOS The Envelope Please and instead of questions in the envelope, 
put summary words like: In summary; To conclude; It has been shown that…;To review…; In 
short…; In conclusion…; To sum up…; In this video we learned…; The main idea of this text 
or video is…

Main Idea and Key Details: The Envelope Please SOS can also be used to practice the main 
idea and key details skill as well. Also, consider using the three videos in the Beyond section 
as centers. There is a Studio Board on the Resource Board that uses the Tabletop Texting 
SOS. Discuss the concept of texting with students and share that texters use sentences or 
phrases that are 140 characters or less. Embed one of the Beyond videos in the Studio Board 
and assign it to students.

Text Features - Key Words, Chart: Have students examine the different charts that are used 
throughout the SE for the unit. See SE pages 11, 29, 42, 84, 98, 101, and 116. Break students 
into different small groups to analyze and share how to read the charts.

Writing - Informative: There are several explanatory paragraphs that students will write 
throughout this concept. Integrate the Wonders trait of organization and strong paragraphs 
into this writing. The research topic of rat terriers in Activity 14 [SE page 87] is a good example 
of a writing piece where students can practice writing a strong paragraph. 

3-LS4-2 
Use evidence to construct an explanation for how the variations in characteristics among 
individuals of the same species may provide advantages in surviving, finding mates, 
and reproducing.

3-LS3-1 
Analyze and interpret data to provide evidence that plants and animals have traits inherited 
from parents and that variation of these traits exists in a group of similar organisms.
Lesson Questions: 

• What traits do offspring inherit from their parents?
• How are siblings similar and different?
• How do inherited traits help an organism’s survival?
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DIGITAL RESOURCES

Incorporate science instruction into your literacy courses or make valuable connections to literacy 
standards within your science classrooms. So much more than ELA Correlations, these Literacy 
Connections directly align the Wonders program to Discovery Education Science Techbook. This allows 
you to seamlessly incorporate Science Techbook right when it matters most, connecting by THEME, 
SKILL, STRATEGY, and WRITING. Whether your students are learning to read or reading to learn, 
Science Techbook has a solution for you!

Discovery Education Science Techbook makes it easy to integrate literacy connections

Wonders

ELA STANDARDS

UNIT 1: THINK IT THROUGH

WEEKLY TOPIC

WEEKLY TOPIC
READING:

LITERATURE

RL 4.1
RL 4.3
RL 4.4
RL 4.7

SPEAKING &
LISTENING

SL 4.1 b-d
SL 4.2
SL 4.3
SL 4.4

WRITING

W 4.1 a 
W 4.2 b
W 4.3 b
W 4.6

W 4.7
W 4.8
W 4.9 a,b
W 4.10

READING:
INFORMATIONAL

RI 4.1
RI 4.2
RI 4.4
RI 4.5

RI 4.7
RI 4.9

Read Aloud: 
“Look Out Below!” 
[Informational Text: Narrative Nonfiction]
R/W Workshop: 
“The Big Race” 
[Informational Text: Narrative Nonfiction]
Anthology:
A Crash Course in Forces and Motion with Max Axiom, 
Super Scientist [Informational Text]
“The Box-Zip Project” [Science Fiction]

Read Aloud: 
“Kids Can Help” [Informational Text: Persuasive Article]
R/W Workshop: 
“Dollars and Sense” 
[Informational Text: Persuasive Article]
Anthology: 
Kids in Business [Informational Text: Persuasive Article]
“Starting a Successful Business” 
[Informational Text: Procedural Text]

WEEK 4: IDEAS IN MOTION
Essential Question: How can science help you understand how things work? 

• Strategy: Reread
• Skill: Text Structure: Cause and Effect
• Text Features: Headings, Speech Balloons
• Write to Research: Draft a Plan
• Write About Reading: Write and Analysis (analyze strong word choice)

WEEK 5: PUTTING IDEAS TO WORK
Essential Question: How can starting a business help others? 

• Strategy: Reread
• Skill: Main Idea and Key Details 
• Text Features: Graph, Headings
• Write to Research: Write a Summary Paragraph 
• Write About Reading: Write and Analysis [how author informs and 

explains important topics] 

WEEK 6: REVIEW AND ASSESSMENT
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DISCOVERY EDUCATION SCIENCE: LITERACY CARDS - GRADE 4 CARD 2
Science Techbook Concept

NGSS PERFORMANCE EXPECTATIONS

4-PS3-1
Use evidence to construct an explanation relating the speed of an object to the energy of that object. 
Lesson Questions: 

• What is energy? 
• Does energy disappear when it is changed? 
• What are the different forms of potential and kinetic energy? 
• How are different forms of energy used to move objects?

The energy and motion focus of this concept aligns to the Wonders Ideas in Motion, Week 4 content since there are many objects 
that work because of energy and motion. This is also a great time to show some of the Outrageous Acts of Science videos from 
Garage Genius. 

In STEM Connect, the grade 4-5 Learning: Lend Me a Hand unit has resources that would align to Week 5 of Wonders. This 
content can also engage students in using communication, creativity, collaboration and critical thinking. Since the next week of 
Wonders is an assessment week, you might consider using some of the STEM Connect content to engage students while others 
are being assessed.

LITERATURE CONNECTIONS

• HOA: Energy in the Classroom 
• HOA: Energy Scavenger Hunt 

Both of the HOAs connect to the Wonders content. Consider doing these HOAs in partnership with the literacy content, so 
students can make clear connections between the two content areas.

HANDS-ON ACTIVITY CONNECTIONS

Reread: In the last concept, students used the color activity to identify how rereading helped them. Now, introduce them to 
Backup and Reread. Create a three-column chart as follows: 

Keep this chart as a class or have students create this individually in a science notebook. Use this with the following readings in 
the SE, pages 61, 63-64, 66-67, 71-72, 76-77. 

Cause and Effect Text Structure: The crosscutting concept for this topic is cause and effect, so there will be a lot of opportunities 
to talk about this with students. However, since the focus in Wonders is cause and effect text structure, you might consider having 
students use their knowledge and understanding to write cause and effect pieces using the videos that are part of the concept. 
Then, use an SOS like Pechakucha. Have students work in small teams to watch         concept-based videos like “Let’s Investigate 
Roller Coasters,” “Ski Jump” or “Coffee-Powered Car,” and have them create a Pechakucha that is cause and effect driven. 

Main Idea and Key Details: In combination with the reread strategy above, use these readings to have students identify main 
ideas and key details. The Six Word Story SOS is not only a very popular strategy with teachers and students, but also it’s an 
effective way to have students summarize the main idea. You may also want to use the Six Word Story with the video clips like 
Energy, Energy Basics, Potential Energy, etc. that are part of the concepts in the digital Techbook. 

Text Features: Headings, Speech Balloons, Graphs: Use the SOS Feature Find to review different types of text features. Remind 
students that science reading will use a lot of text features. Discuss why they think that is and have them predict which ones they 
think would be used more often. Use the chart that is referenced in the Feature Find strategy to review what they might see and 
then, use the “More Ideas” game idea of keeping track of the different text features that students encounter throughout this 
concept. 

Drafting a Plan: Beginning on page 80 of the SE, students will draft a plan to answer a designated question. Bring the skills and 
content from Wonders into this activity. 

Writing a Summary Paragraph: Students will write summary paragraphs several times throughout this concept. Bring the skills 
they are learning from Wonders into this activity. See the SE pages 61, 73, 77, 78, and 84.

Page Number I was confused by... So, I decided to BACK UP AND REREAD. I figured out...

LITERACY CONNECTIONS

UNIT 1: CAR CRASHES 
Concept: Energy and Motion
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Incorporate science instruction into your literacy courses or make valuable connections to
literacy standards within your science classrooms. So much more than ELA Correlations,
these Literacy Connections directly align the Wonders program to Discovery Education Science 
Techbook. This allows you to seamlessly incorporate Science Techbook right when it matters most, 
connecting by THEME, SKILL, STRATEGY, and WRITING. Whether your students are learning to read 
or reading to learn, Science Techbook has a solution for you!

Discovery Education Science Techbook makes it easy to integrate  
literacy connections

Save instructional time with  
Literacy Connection Strategies

Plant Needs
Grade 5  Unit 2  

Quick Code: 
dlc.com/NALC0504
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DISCOVERY EDUCATION SCIENCE: LITERACY CARDS - GRADE 5 CARD 4
Wonders Science Techbook Concept

ELA STANDARDS NGSS PERFORMANCE EXPECTATIONS

READING:
LITERATURE

READING:
INFORMATIONAL

WRITING
SPEAKING &
LISTENING

LITERATURE

RL 5.1 
RL 5.2 
RL 5.3 
RL 5.4 
RL 5.7 
RL 5.9

RI 5.2 
RI 5.3 
RI 5.4 
RI 5.5 
RI 5.6 
RI 5.7 
RI 5.8 
RI 5.9

W 5.1b 
W 5.2a, b, c 
W 5.3b, d 
W 5.6 
W 5.7 
W 5.8 
W 5.9a, b 
W 5.10

SL 5.1b, d 
SL 5.2 
SL 5.3 
SL 5.4 
SL 5.5

UNITS 2 & 3: TAKING THE NEXT STEPS  
& GETTING FROM HERE TO THERE

UNIT 2: FROM MATTER TO ORGANISMS 
Concept: Plant Needs

Read Aloud: “How to Make a Friend” [Narrative Poem]
R/W Workshop:
“A Simple Plan”, “Rescue” [Narrative and Free Verse Poetry]
Anthology
Stage Fright, Catching Quiet [Narrative and Free Verse Poetry]
“Foul Shot” [Free Verse Poetry]

Read Aloud: “Foods for Thought” [Realistic Fiction]
R/W Workshop:
“A Reluctant Traveler” [Realistic Fiction]
Anthology
They Don’t Mean It! [Realistic Fiction]
“Where Did That Come From?” [Expository Text]

WEEKLY TOPIC
WEEK 1: Making it Happen
Essential Question: What motivates you to accomplish a goal?

•  Strategy: Reread
•  Skill: Theme
•  Writing: Narrative

WEEK 6: Review and Assess 

WEEK 1: Cultural Exchange
Essential Question: What can learning about different cultures
teach us?

• Strategy: Summarize
• Skill: Theme
• Writing: Narrative

5-LS1-1
Support an argument that plants get the materials they need for growth
chiefly from air and water.
Lesson Questions:

• How does a plant get the materials it needs to survive and grow?
• How does a plant use materials from air and water to grow?

LITERATURE CONNECTIONS
There are several resources in Discovery Education Experience that align 
to setting goals, week 5 Wonders content. These resources can be used as 
centers or small group activities with a focus on summarizing the content. Use 
the SOS Tabletop Texting and Tweet, Tweet as ways to have students practice 
summarization. Two Studio Boards with the video content and the two SOS 
are available to be assigned to students. Consider also copying the Studio 
Boards and adding the other videos.

There is also a Virtual Field Trip focused on “All About Your Happy.” It’s a 
good way to integrate social-emotional learning into the topic of goal setting.

There are also a number of resources to support the cultures content. There 
is a culture Channel; these resources can be paired with the texts, particularly 
since the texts are mostly realistic fiction. Use the Get Venn-y With It SOS 
to have students compare and contrast what they learn in the texts and in 
the video. This SOS will also connect with some of the Venn Diagrams that 
students will complete in the print SE, i.e. page 14.

HANDS-ON ACTIVITY CONNECTIONS

LITERACY CONNECTIONS
Summarization: During the Wonder section, Activity 3: Plant Needs or
Activity 4: Water in the Desert, have students summarize their findings after
completing the graphic organizer. In some of the activities, summarization is
already incorporated. In the print SE, pages 27-28, students will use
summary frames.

The reading passages in the Beyond section can provide additional practice
of summarization, particularly since two of the passages are below grade
level. It is easier for students to practice a strategy with below grade level
informational texts before applying the strategy to on-grade level text. Use
the passage “The Oldest Living Tree on Earth” and “Could Plants Grow
on the Moon?” to practice the strategy. Then, use “Water Flows Up” as an
assessment since it is grade level text. There is also a summarizing Channel
with several strategies to use with these passages. Three effective strategies
that students haven’t used through the Literacy Connections Cards include:
Fakebook [this would bring in narrative writing skills]; Let’s Roll [use summary
starters – see Resource Board]; That Sums It Up.

Reread: Since rereading has been a focus of a previous unit [Literacy Card 2
and 3], it is not new to students. Therefore, give them 4-5 post-it notes that
they keep on their desk. As they reread something in their print, SE, have
them tab the page and write on the post-it note why they reread. At the end
of each week, have students share their reasons for rereading. For additional
practice, use the three Beyond passages. In addition, several of the texts in
the print SE, pages 26, 36 and 43-44 could be used as well.

Narrative Writing: With the Investigations found in the Learn section,
students could transfer their narrative writing skills into a perspective of the
sun, rain, and/or the plant themselves, telling the story of how each of 
those elements impact the growth of the plant. The Magic School Bus Gets 
Planted could serve as a narrative writing starter.

• HOA: Do Plants Need Soil?
• HOA: Sunlight: A Basic Need
• HOA: Up the Stem

All three of these HOAs will require students to summarize using the
claim-evidence-reasoning format. Be sure to bring the Wonders
summarization teaching points into their scientific writing. For example, on
pages 25 and 32 of the print SE, students will need to use summarization to
answer the questions. In many of these responses, teach students to use the
“first, then, finally” structure to answer.


